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AKBAR

The World and the Bridge ;

1542:1605

Arorrd forty kilometers west of India's most iconic building, the Taj

stands an abandoned city, one like no other in the world. Built just over

hundred years ago out of the red sandstone of the surrounding plains, Fa

pur Sikri sprawls, severe and elegant, across the semiarid landscape'

English merchant visiting the city in 1585, at the end of its brief flouri

described it as more crowded than his hometown, London'

Sikri's battlements, palaces, and shrines proclaim imperial grandeur'

its airy pavilions and halls have little in common with the heavy monun

talism of Versailles or the Habsburg seats of power. Parts of the city have

feeling of a tent encampment, except that animal skins and wood frames

bee., repla"ed by stone and marble, carved with great skill by local crafts

Walking through this now-desolate cityscape in the dry heat' you might

at certain turns, as if you were in one of M' C' Escher's drawings'

with the stark surrealism of Giorgio de chirico. It's like touring the

manifestation of a mind-the expansive, syncretic mind of its creator:

the greatest of the Mughal emperors.

,,q.kbu, started building at Sikri in 1571, to mark the birth of his first

Jahangir. He originally envisioned it as a religious compound for 
!is. 

sP^g

mentor, Sheikh Salim chishti, who had foretold Jahangir's arrival.

Salim was the leader of a mystical yet orthodox Sufi sect' and Akbar
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irim a mosque whose floor he sometimes swept himself, in a show of devotion.
Soon, around the mosque, a city began to take shape. It became one in a
=hifting series of Aktra-r'q clpitals, which also incruded e* ,"a r"ir".* 

..

It was from Sikri thar Akbar. a masrer ,,.ri*,ri "i;;; "rJ;;i;;;r.'-'pportunity, launched the expansion of the Mughai Empire and amassed its
:abled wealth. He trebled the size of his dominion so that it covered a great
stretch of the Indian subcontinent, from the Bay of Bengal to the Arabian Sea,
and southward to the Deccan. only the empire of Ashoka (s), almost two thou-
=and years before, and rhe Brirish Raj. severar centuries rut"r..r.pr.r"",li-

Today, tour guides wiil confidentry tell you what rook place in each of
likri's many spaces, pointing to music rooms, a treasury a queen,s bedroom,
:'nd the like. Yet despite much academic labor, th" pr.po.", and symborism
i[ many of the buildings still remain obscure. we re left with the mystery of*e structures themselves: filigreed colonnades and tiered hails, waterways
ind parapets, studded towers and archways, and a throne room whose full
lsnificance still baffles scholars.

one hall we do know about is the Ibadat Khana, or,oHouse of worship.,,
{lt-bar was certain of his right to conquer by force, and did so freery. In matters
iu taith, however, he was something of an experimentalist, wiiling to entertain
:nallenges and argument. T[e [badat Khana was w[ere he.gathergd di-v-lnes

1d qhil-esonhers to debate the principies oJ berief. rn the Akburnama, or*Book 
of Akbar," a magnificently illustrated conremporary chronicle of his

:':isn. we find miniature paintings that show th" 
"*p".o. seated in this hall

+rth men of different rerigions and sects, ristening totheir disputations.
: L this openness, Akbar stands out in the history of Islamic kingship. AsI r resu]t, 

1". lur become an icon for modern secularists and liberals, their

I y:.:".y::lder. of 
,imperious 

power. Along with Ashoka and poets ,,r"h u, -t[ 
*t: (12) and Khusrau (ll), Akbar is incorporated into a lireuge oI'Indi-

I 
-*:]*: advocate.torerance and diversity. His reign is often used as a rebuttal ,_i

1 e: Hrndu nationalist arguments that Muslim rule in India was an unremit_

I T"c"- 
dark age for Hindus, and as a reminder to conservative Musrims of

I :s"rm s capacity for enlightened accommodation.

I t\b"r's religious explorations were indeed significant, and ushered in

I 
r:nne imperial policies that we might think of today as socialry riberal. But

I y"i rvere motivated by pragmatic considerations, and then increasingly by a

] r'*:rre to create a new vision of kingship to regitimate his power. Liberal ide_

I 
r-= =uch as religious lreedom or equar treatment were ar best afterthoughrs.

I
I
I
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if Jhoughts at all. What he adopted instead was arew imperial

himself at its center.

Jalal al-Din Muhammad Akbar was born far from the comfort and splendc

of any imperial palace or intellectual sanctuary, on the sands of the Sin&

desert, in the subcontinent's Northwest. In his early years, he moved aboil

with his father, Humayun, the second Mughal emperor, who had lost cont1il

of his kingdom and was in exile. The itinerant Akbar never learned to read-
he seems to have been dyslexic-but he developed a phenomenal memory

and those who underestimated the boy's shrewdness did so at their peril.

W.ith Persian help, his father eventually recaptured his onetime capi

Delhi, from the Pashtun Sur dynasty that had usurped him-only to meet hi

death by a fall in his library a few months later. Barely a teenager, Akbar

crowned the new ruler in 1556, the beginning of a reign that would last fortr

nine years. He immediately faced challenges, and dealt with them decisir.d

First, he broke with his manipulative foster mother and his regent. As for hi

foster mother's overambitious son, Akbar ordered him flung from the h

terrace. When the man didn't die, it is said Akbar had him hauled back

and pitched him off the terrace himself, to finish the job. Such acts,

iconic through miniature paintings and popular retellings, endowed the

peror with an aura of steely dominance. A Jesuit priest who later came to

Akbar's sons observed, o'His expression is tranquil, serene and open, full

of dignity . . . and when he is angry, of awful majesty."

The priest, Antonio Monserrate, was fascinated by Akbar's abilitr

compensate for his illiteracy. In addition to developing an obsession

record-keeping on every aspect of his reign, Akbar surrounded himself

scholastic teachers of philosophy, history, theology, and religion,

his judgment on others'whetstones. "He can give his opinion on any q

so shrewdly and keenly, that no one who did not know that he is illi
would suppose him to be anything but very learned and erudite," M

noted. Akbar also had a commanding physical presence, as his son

the future emperor, recalled:

His eyes and eyebrows were black, and his complexion dark rather

than fair; he was lion-bodied, with a broad chest, and his hands and

arms long. On the left side of his nose he had a fleshy mole, verr

agreeable in appearance, ofthe size ofhalfa pea. . .His august voice
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was very loud, and in speaking and explaining had a peculiar richness.
In his actions and movements he was not like the people of the world.

To secure his rule, Akbar had to weaken the influence of the clerical ur- -.
rirorities and of independently powerful Sufi sheikhs. So, in the early years of
ilt reign, he was particularly zealous in demonstrating the authenticity of his
uith. He sponsored pilgrims on hajj to Mecca, and made his own three-
sundred-kilometer pilgrimage, on foot, from Sikri to Ajmer, the holiest shrine
,rr the Chishti sect.

-{s important, he had to control the Muslim nobility, an unruly mix of
.tlghans, Uzbeks, Persians, and local fighters, and to subordinate Hindu
rirrriors who might challenge his power. Toward the latter, he could be un-
*uaring. The young emperor described some of his early battles as jihad,
fie*rting against the infidels. The most destructive encounter was at the siege
,m Chittorgarh Fort, in what is now the western state of Rajasthan, in 1568.
Tbe Rajput Hindu defenders chose mass suicide when the fort was breached,
m:m -\kbar went on with his armies to slaughter, some say, more than twenty-
tftT e thousand locals. The Rajput kings had not seen ruthlessness of this kind
tl,etore. Most recognized they could not defeat the man who had unleashed it.

o

im l5;2. Akbar captured Gujarat, crushing a force of fifteen thousand with a
, illl:'id army one-frfth that size, many of them mounted on camels. To commemo-

i ** the victory, he erected the Buland Darwaza,or ooGate of Magnificence."

[ fl,o:ed at the southwest edge of sikri, it became the ceremonial entrance to

I u. ritr. Forty meters high, thirty-five meters wide, built from blocks of red

I m buff sandstone, and decorated with black and white marble, it's not a

I m"-tr.. to argue with. But chiseled across its colossal profile are two deli-

I cme calligraphic inscriptions. The first, unsurprisingly, proclaims Akbar's

I mmrements and victories. The second. though, is striking: written in persian ,
I r* cre nords 'Jesus. Son of i\{ary, says. .The world is a bridge: pass over it. 

-n

I ry build no house upon it."'

I I,, this and other unexpected remnanrs scattered across sikri are the

I m* of Akbar's open-mindedness, at least when off the battlefield. [t was a

t me unusual for a ruler of his time. Though he was for much of his life fer-

J mm and public in his practice of Islam, from early on Akbar grasped the

I &w=itr of belief and culture across the lands he ruled.

I 

-{tbar's army, which grew sixfold over the course of twenty-five years,
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was a reflection of this diversity-and the practical uses to which Akbar put

His forces eventually included commanders and warriors with different

backgrounds, whom he organized by strict ranks. Titles weren't inheri

They had to be won and kept by service. But L-ris 14-ost qqccessfu! milipn
novation was social: the incorporation of Rajput Hindu warriors into M

military service.

In return for Mughal support, the granting of land, and respect for

Rajput martial codes of honor and vengeance, many Rajput kings and pri

pledged allegiance to the Mughal throne. Their incorporation into the

order rested on the concept of saami-dharnla' ooservice to the overlord."

recognized Akbar as, in effect, a Muslim Rajput. His offer of an open

was not exactly one they could refuse-they had also seen him wield an i

fist. The alliance was sealed and sustained across generations by the i

marriage of Mughal elites with Rajput women. Akbar himself led the war

marrying a Jodhpur princess, Jodha Bai, who became Jahangir's

Through such marriages into the Mughal order, Rajput warrior clans and

princes became pillars of imperial rule for the next two centuries.

In another shrewd act of political equipoise, Akbar adopted Persian

the new language of imperial authority. Persian was more culturally

than either Sanskrit or Arabic (each of which was associated with a disti

religion), and therefore more acceptable to locals. There's a parallel with

way English later acquired a certain neutrality in relation to the multipli

of India's regional languages. Akbar had Persian works read aloud to

including the Ma,snaui of the great Persian Sufi Jalal al-Din Rumi, which

listened to every night. It contains lines such as these:

Thou has come to unite

not to separate.

The people of Hind worship in the idiom of Hindi.

The people of Sindh do so in their own.

Akbar was ruling in a period of eclectic belief across the subcontineil-

Europe, the Inquisition was under way, intent on purging the heresies of ri

Christian beliefs. Religious intolerance was the natural condition in

parts of the world, too. Yet in large parts of northern India, the

spread by bhakti devotees such as Kabir (12) and Mirahai (fS), b1

gious leaders such as Guru Nanak (13), and by Sufi saints, were ble

elements from multiple religious traditions to create new types of de
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r(rhile at Sikri, Akbar began his own explorations of this rich religious
landscape by what we might call the comparative method. In the Ibadat Khana,
he assembled learned religious men to expound their beliefs and philosophies.
Initially' the gatherings were restricted to Islamic theologians. Ur, ,tf.i"r *",

[ *o"."ntly bored by their tenuous logic, and by affirmations that'seemed

I merely rote. He brought in Jains, Hindus, Zoroastrians, and Christians to
I $r.p"n the debate.

I His religious sparring sessions made his policies less doctrinal. But

! oecesyity also shaped his ruling style. His expanding realm contained mainly

I mn-Muslim subjects. Mass conversion was impracticable, and in any event,

] Ttr showed no interest in it. yet he went further. Brya\ing with injunctjo,ns

tr '* Islamic rule. he also set aside sharia law. Hindus *ho had been forciblv \
I *t".red to lslam were allowed to eonvert back, and individuals who mieht "l

I H.ffi:"|*e 
been regarded as hererics were instead allowed to a"f""rd .i

I }Iore materially, in 1579, Akbar aborished theiizya,a graduated properry

I *&r o: non-Muslims, a policy that endured for a century, until his great-

I o*.o1, the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb, reversed rt. uraing jizya rifted a

I mal burden 
:i-rh" poor, and promised, at least symbolically, gieate. equality

I hetrreen the followers of different faiths. That same year, Akbar declared him_ \
I '.ff the supreme-arbiter of religious affairs within his realm, thus wresting

I p*.. 
-flo- 

the clerics and investing himself as rtharifa, or .,caliph,,, 
of the

I 
mire Muslim world, in a direct chailenge to the ottoman surtan.

I @ite the religious accommodatarl* his reign, Akbar,s attitude to reli-

I T*,:"d to. differing beliefs wasn,r a type of protoliberalism. O*u1 -qLder_

I ryrg of him has rended to rely qn Mqghal and pgrslqn ghronicles ;; on

I y*oorary European sources. How interlocutors in this ,uppos"d cultural

I tryr.-lol instance, his elite Hindu subjects-may have seen things has

Iffi 1lill;::mt?fi:i,::,'#I;,T3,t:1,,Hffi::::l:iil:Hil3x

Iffi;,i'xffi1::i:?::,x','[f,*1it;:,i-.,H.::llll;Jil,ffi::::J:
I ffiffi*,'r"ffi1:T:3#;H*-ht to make use or relisious

!;.:t"til:i;"::i:'[11,ilT:'ffi 

i:r*fiff *:i,:"_1T:?.:H;
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crisis brought on by a kind of melancholia, or that he was subject to trancts

that may have been a mild form of epilepsy. While psychology or physiologp

may have been a factor, his rule also coincided with a charged moment in tlc
history of Islam as the religion approached its first millennium in 1591. Thfo

historical pivot probably lay behind Akbar's interest in investigating otha

religious ideas. The approach of the Islamic millennium gave rise to prophe

cies of every imaginable type, from the coming of the Mahdi, the Islami

redeemer, to changes in dynastic order and in the nature of religion itself.

To prepare for the event, in I5B5 Akbar commissioned a mixed group d
Sunni and Shia scholars, and some who believed in the Mahdi, to produce fu
him a "Millennial History," the Ta'rikh-i-a1fi,. Consisting of thousands d
folio pages, many of them given over to the banal recounting of dates aul

events, the work gave a central importance to the idea of dialogue. Competi-

tion between rival voices and traditions would make possible the discor-ery

of higher truths, which could be used to define and control the era that rr
about to begin. And it was only the emperor himself, Akbar, who could adj

dicate these debates and identify their new insights. His ability to reacl

such insights supposedly lay in his possession of insaaf, the intellectual

pacity for fairness or impartial arbitration. As the preface to the Ta'rikh-i

puts it:

With the help of reason (aql) he has lifted insaaf to glory from its

usual abject state . . . The gates of the safe house of his insaaf are

open to the practitioners of all religions. By his just command, wolves

are herding sheep. Thanks to his insaaf, infidels are caring for

Muslims . . . He is a friend of meaning and an enemy of chatter' He

cares about what is spoken, regardless ofwho speaks it.

As the day of the millennium approached, and after it had passed,

came to think of himself not merely as a political sovereign, but as the

sessor, if not of divine attributes, then of karamat, extraordinary powers

perform supernatural acts.

The architect of this arcane new ideology was Abu'l Fazl, one of

brightest and most loyal of the intellectual stars in Akbar's court. Abul

oversaw the production of the Akbarnama, which is a dazzling exhibitio

the art of storytelling, refined flattery, and the symbolic projection of p11

Steeped in Timurid ideas of kingship and mysticism, it portrays Akbar a-"

fount of all light, illuminating the world:
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Knowest thou at all who is this world-girdling luminary and radiant
spirit? Or whose august advent has bestowed this grace? ,Tis he who,
by virtue of his enlightenment and truth, is the world-protecting
sovereign of our age-to wit, that Lord of the hosts of sciences,
theatre of God's power, station of infinite bounties, unique of the
eternal temple, . . . bezel of God's signet-ring, . . . origin of the canons
of world-government, author of universal conquest, . . . sublime con-
centration ofhumanity, heir apparent ofthe sun . . .

Bv the l580s, Akbar had turned away from public prayer and orthodox
Liamic practices. He began to worship the sun, and introduced fire rituals
::to his court. He was inventing his own system of religious belief: Din-i Ilahi,
r,r -Divine Faith." Abu'l Fazl described Din-i Ilahi as having o.the great
ai"'antage of not losing what is good in any one religion, while gaining what-
*"{er is better in unsl[s1"-6 combination of elements designed to secure
{rbar's claim to be the universal sovereign.

O

i,:,r reasons unknown, Akbar abandoned Fatehpur Sikri and the Ibadat
L-,na and its multiconfessional debates twenty years before he died. He had
u,ro:upied the city for less than two decades. one theory is that supplying
*uer to the city, perched so high on a stony ridge, became a problem. A more
tutelv reason for its abandonment was Akbar's changing religious priorities.
,!rm" uarticular, he had ceased to worship at Sufi shrines and at mosques.

-{n index of the vast wealth Akbar had accumulated is that he could
uru-d a city such as this and then forsake it without suffering major economic
mu*- He moved his capital to the stronger fortifications of nearby Agra, and his
{rmntrlre continued to grow. The massive treasury he accumulated allowed his
,fir**:endants (especially Jahangir and Shah Jahan, who built the Taj Mahal) to
[mr,:me the Medicis of India: exalted patrons of art and architecture and
,mrnn:loisseurs of utmost taste.

dkbar continues to be a historical anchor for Indian liberals, who are
prr':i-rularly drawn to his inquisitive intellectual style in matters of faith, and
x'u: i*verlook the idiosyncratic religious dimensions of his imperial vision.
hur eren if there's more hope than history in the view that he was some kind
"dr 'it:ular precursor, he still stands out in the global context of his times-
'pnririoning, doubting, and reinventing faith in an age when many rulers
ruwe"i steadfast in their beliefs.


